
Chef Brooklyn Introduces Heavy Duty Kitchen
Scissors To Simplify Domestic Heavy Duty
Cutting

Chef Brooklyn Kitchen Shears

Chef Brooklyn

LOS ANGELES, LA, USA, March 18,
2017 /EINPresswire.com/ -- 
Chef Brooklyn is highly delighted to
announce the introduction of its new and
unique heavy duty kitchen scissors made
to simplify every domestic heavy duty
cutting. The heavy duty multi-functional
sharp kitchen scissors is designed for the
primary aim of cutting anything in the
home ranging from chicken, to fish, meat
,pork, poultry, vegetables, flower stems,
herbs, cardboard, plastic & even carpet. 

“We do everything to ensure that our
guests and customers are given the
highest quality products possible” said
Chef Brooklyn. “We are committed to
providing quality kitchen & BBQ tools that
are suitable for the whole family, as we
want to inspire the families to cook, learn
and laugh together in the kitchen and
develop lifelong skills so they can eat
healthily and well for life”.

The heavy duty sharp kitchen scissors is
perfectly designed with multi-functional
qualities to make it an inevitable and
veritable tool in every modern kitchen.
The kitchen shears can be used for
multiple functions which include: fruit and
vegetable peeler, serrated knife, straight
knife, screwdriver, nut and shell cracker,
fish scaler, cheese grater, and bottle
opener. The sharp scissors is built with
stainless steel blades that are corrosion
resistant with non-slip ergonomic
handles for left and right handed use.
The blades are also easy to separate for
hygienic cleaning. 

http://www.einpresswire.com
http://www.amazon.com/dp/B01KSR0OVO
http://www.amazon.com/dp/B01KSR0OVO
http://www.amazon.com/dp/B01KSR0OVO


Bottle Opener Kitchen Shears

Split Apart Kitchen Shears

Amazon buyers and viewers have
continued to pour in positive reviews
about the heavy duty multi-functional
sharp kitchen scissors. Lisa Germano,
one of the Amazon buyers says, “I was
very excited to get these new kitchen
shears as I have an old pair that I use
every day and they are starting to rust.
To my surprise, the quality of this shears
is amazing! They're really solid and
sturdy. Much more so than my beloved
old pair. These shears are easy to
disassemble so you can give them a
good washing. I hand wash mine but I
suppose you could put them in the
dishwasher too”. 

The heavy duty multi-functional sharp
kitchen scissors is available on Amazon
for sale with a 100% money back lifetime
guarantee which is a testimony to the
fact that Chef Brooklyn is living up to its
promises of providing the best to its
esteemed customers.

For further information about the heavy
duty multi-functional sharp kitchen
scissors visit 
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B01KSR0O
VO
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